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Magic Academy from Nevosoft Now Available on the Mac App Store
Published on 08/31/12
Nevosoft, a top Russian casual game developer, introduces Magic Academy 1.0 for Mac OS X.
This engaging interactive story features an entertaining mix of puzzles, 21 levels and
exciting mini-games. The game follows a young woman who enrolls in the Magic Academy to
investigate her sister's disappearance. Magic artifacts, wizardry and a well-integrated
plot, are woven together to produce engaging challenges, including finding hidden objects,
jigsaw puzzles and rotation puzzles.
St. Petersburg, Russian Federation - Nevosoft is proud to introduce Magic Academy 1.0 for
Mac OS X. This is a great story with an entertaining mix of puzzles. Magic artifacts and
wizardry are woven together to produce an enjoyable mix of engaging challenges and a
well-integrated plot.
Annie and her sister Irene were still quite young and had much to learn about magic. But
suddenly Irene's life was turned upside down when her sister went missing. She knew that
Annie had been lost. She even could hardly believe that something like this was possible
at the Magic Academy! She decided to enroll at the Magic Academy and promised herself to
find her sister no matter what.
The goals of the different levels in Magic Academy mostly include finding hidden things,
jigsaw puzzles, rotation puzzles where pieces remain in their original position, but are
rotated into correct alignment, and flipping tiles over and matching pairs to remove them
from the board. The fan of this genre can appreciate all tasks of the game.
Features:
* Unpredictable plot: it is impossible to guess the end
* Lots of puzzles and mini-games - great exercise for your brains
* Tips to quickly finish levels
* Magical characters and incredible features on each stage create the unique and
mysterious atmosphere of the Magic Academy
* Great background music
* Game atmosphere makes player feel like a magician
Language Support:
English, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish
System Requirements:
* Requires Mac OS X 10.6.6 or later
* 24.2 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Magic Academy: puzzle adventure game 1.0 is $6.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other
currencies) and available worldwide exclusively through the Mac App Store in the Games
category.
Magic Academy 1.0:
http://mac.nevosoft.com/games/magic-academy
Download from Mac App Store:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/magic-academy-puzzle-adventure/id524353457
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/embed/6Ovr-Ph7gTk?wmode=transparent
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Press Kit:
http://mac.nevosoft.com/games/magic-academy/presskit

Nevosoft is a leading casual game publisher and developer in Russia and Eastern Europe
based in St. Petersburg, Russia. It delivers downloadable and online entertainment
software for various platforms including iOS, Android, WP 7, Windows and Mac. Nevosoft was
founded in 2002 and is internationally renowned for its best selling, award-winning games
like My Kingdom for the Princess I, II and III, LandGrabbers, Pioneer Lands, Supercow and
about 40 more. Copyright (C) 2012 Nevosoft. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
Mac OS X, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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